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JOIN US FOR JUSTICE AND HUMAN RIGHTS FOR ALL
As a member of Amnesty International UK’s Circle of 
Conscience, you will be amongst like-minded individuals 
who are dedicated to justice and human rights for all. As a 
member, you will be right at the heart of our work. We will 
keep you involved with the issues that interest you most; you 
will have opportunities to spend time with our investigators 
who work on the ground in conflict zones; you will be invited 
to join our most prestigious events and should you wish, you 
can share your details and network with other passionate and 
influential members. 

To become a member, we ask for an annual donation of 
between £2,500 and £10,000 for three years. A three-year 
commitment gives you the opportunity to invest in our strategy 
and helps us to plan, implement and deliver our human rights 
work – from documenting human rights abuses in war zones 
and telling the truth about what is happening, to defending 
individual people whose rights to freedom of speech have 
been denied. We invite you...



These are challenging times for justice and human 
rights. Battles over natural and other resources, rising 
inequalities, increasing movement of people within and 
across borders, ongoing crises and conflicts and lawless 
actions by states in the name of public order and ending 
terrorism. 

More and more people are striving to get their voices 
heard – speaking out on the streets and through social 
media. States are responding with ever more organised 
and vicious crackdowns on dissent. Civil society space 
may be shrinking but people power remains determined. 

Just as the world is changing, so too is Amnesty 
International. By harnessing the energies of our growing 
movement and strengthening our legitimacy, speed, 
capacity and relevance – we’re positioning Amnesty 
International as a truly international people’s voice for 
justice. Our aim is simple: an end to human rights abuses. 
Independent, international and influential, we campaign 
for justice, fairness, freedom and truth wherever they are 
denied. Already our network of over seven million people 
is making a difference in almost every country in the 
world. Whether we are applying pressure through powerful 
research or direct lobbying, mass demonstrations or online 
campaigning, we are all inspired by hope for a better 
world. One where human rights are enjoyed by all.

But we need your help to build on this 
momentum. 

I invite you to become a member of our Circle 
of Conscience. As you read on, I encourage you 
to consider that we exist because one individual 
stood up for the rights of another. It’s as simple 
as that.

Kate Allen 
Director, Amnesty International UK 

THE WORLD IS CHANGING

‘As member of the Circle of Conscience, 
I proudly stand alongside Amnesty 
International in campaigning for human 
rights for all. Amnesty has always been at 
the frontline of human rights, and I feel 
privileged to enable their vital work and to 
learn directly from the expert researchers 
and campaigners.’ 

Circle member Michael Attenborough CBE 

‘We’re proud to support the work of 
Amnesty, and our staff enjoy the chance 
to get closer to its heart. A surprise benefit 
has been how much our clients and friends 
get from Amnesty events when we’re able to 
extend an invite. They are often genuinely 
moved by what they see and hear.’

Circle member Clare Rodway of Kysen PR 

‘In a world where far too often human rights 
are ignored or abused for political ends, 
Amnesty’s work in publicising these and 
educating people on their fundamental 
rights has never been more important.’ 

Circle members David and Margaret Stevenson
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